
Remark on Self�Certi�ed Group�Oriented
Cryptosystem Without a Combiner

Indexing terms� Group�Oriented Cryptosystem

In a �t� n� group�oriented cryptosystem collaboration of at least t participants is

required to perform the designated cryptographic operation� In this paper� we show

that a recently proposed group�oriented encryption scheme by Saeednia and Gho�

dosi is insecure and allows two participants to collude and decrypt an encrypted

message�

Introduction� In a threshold cryptosystem the cryptographic power of the trans�

mitter� or the receiver� is distributed among a group of n participants such that

any t out of n participant can perform the designated cryptographic operation�

Recently Saeednia et�al ��� proposed a threshold cryptosystem that allows a group

of t participant to collaboratively decrypt an encrypted message�

Recently Saeednia et�al� ��� proposed a threshold encryption system that does

not require a combiner and allows each group member to decrypt an encrypted

message once at least t group members partcipate in the decryption process�

An attractive feature of the system is that public keys of users are publicly

certi	able� In this paper� we show that the proposed scheme does not resist

against conspiracy attack by two group members�

A Self�Certi�ed Group�Oriented Cryptosystem without a Combiner� In this sec�

tion we brie
y review the scheme proposed in ����

Model

There exists a trusted authority who sets up the system� There are n group

members� �U�� U�� � � � � Un��

Setup Phase

The trusted authority sets up the system and chooses the following parame�

ters�

� An integer N which is the product of two distinct safe primes p and q

�p � �p�  � and q � �q�  �� where p� and q� are also prime integers��

� A prime F � N �

� A base � �� � of order r � p�q� mod N �

� A one way hash function h� that outputs integers less than the minimum

value of p� and q��

The authority makes ��� h� F�N� public� keeps r secret and discards p and q�

�



Key Generation

A group member chooses his secret key x and computes his shadow z �

�x mod N � Next� he sends the shadow value to the authority� After the authority

is convinced that the user knows the secret key� he generates the user�s public

key as

y � �z�� � ID�ID
��

mod N

where ID � h�I�� and I corresponds to the user�s identity �such as his name�

address� etc��

Encryption

Suppose Alice wants to encrypt a message m for the group� She will do the

following steps�

�� Randomly chooses k and computes c � ���k mod N��

�� Form a polynomial of degree t�� inGF �F �� such that g��� � �h�m� mod N �

�� Computes for i � �� � � � � n �where n denotes the number of users in the

group�

wi � yIDi

i
 IDi mod N

si � wk

i mod N

di � g�si�

ei � mw
h�m�
i

mod N

and sends �t� c� di� ei� to each member Ui in the group�

Decryption

To decrypt a cryptogram� a group of at least t group members� must collab�

orate� Without loss of generality assume U�� � � �Ut want to decrypt a message�

Firstly� Ui� i � �� � � � t calculates

si � cxi mod N

and broadcasts the pair �di� si�� After t such pairs are broadcasted� each Ui can

recover v � �h�m� mod N and compute the plaintext message as

m � vxiei mod N

�



Conspiracy Attack� In this section� we show that a conspiracy of two members

in the group can decrypt an encrypted message without the need for collaboration

of the other members�

Suppose� a member U� who has chosen a secret key x� wants to join the group�

He will be interrogated by the trusted authority and once successful� will obtain

his public key as

y� � ���x� � ID��
ID
��

� mod N

Next� another member U� conspires with U� and chooses her secret key as x� �

�x�� She will also be interrogated by the trusted authority and once is able to

convince him of the knowledge of the relevant secret key� obtains her public key

as

y� � ���x� � ID��
ID
��

� mod N

Now when an encrypted message is broadcasted� U� and U� will do the fol�

lowing� First they calculate�

e� � m��x�h�m� mod N

and

e� � m��x�h�m� mod N

which is equal to

e� � m���x�h�m� mod N

Next they can collaboratively obtain the plaintext by 	rst calculating � as follows

�all operations are in mod N��

� �
e�

e�

�
m���x�h�m�

m��x�h�m�
���

� ��x�h�m�

And 	nally they will obtain the plaintext m as

m �
e�

�

�
m��x�h�m�

��x�h�m�
���

Note that the step in equation � or � may fail� If the step fails� it means that

gcd�m��x�h�m�� N� �� �

�in equation �� or

gcd���x�h�m�� N� �� �

�



�in equation ��� In this case they are able to obtain a non�trivial factor of N �

given by

p � gcd�m��x�h�m�� N�

or

p � gcd���x�h�m�� N�

Hence� without the help of any other group member the two conspirators can

either obtain the plaintext� or break the whole system �by factorising N�� This

means that the scheme does not provide the claimed level of security�

Conclusion� We have shown that the scheme proposed in ��� does not resist a

conspiracy attack by two group members and hence is insecure�
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